1. **Popular article** – *Vox*
A carb called fructan may be the real culprit behind gluten sensitivity

**Scholarly source** – *Gastroenterology*
No Effects of Gluten in Patients with Self-Reported Non-Celiac Gluten Sensitivity after Dietary Reduction of Fermentable, Poorly Absorbed, Short-Chain Carbohydrates

2. **Popular article** – *Daily Mail*
Just a quarter of an aspirin a day could slash a woman's ovarian cancer risk by 25%, Harvard study finds

**Scholarly source** – *JAMA Oncology*
Association of Analgesic Use with Risk of Ovarian Cancer in the Nurses' Health Studies

3. **Popular article** – *Los Angeles Times*
New pot study raises concerns about smoking marijuana while breastfeeding

**Scholarly source** – *Pediatrics*
Marijuana Use during Pregnancy and Breastfeeding: Implications for Neonatal and Childhood Outcomes

4. **Popular article** – *Express*
Artificial sweeteners found in popular diet fizzy drinks are ‘toxic’ to your gut bacteria

**Scholarly source** – *Molecules*
Measuring Artificial Sweeteners Toxicity Using a Bioluminescent Bacterial Panel

5. **Popular article** – *Esquire*
All Alcohol Is Bad

**Scholarly source** – *The Lancet*

6. **Popular article** – *Munchies*
Study Suggests Link between Energy Drinks and Cocaine Use

**Scholarly source** – *Drug and Alcohol Dependence*
Trajectories of energy drink consumption and subsequent drug use during young adulthood